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First Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is suffocation (101),  

for 1–4 years old is drowning (61),  

for 5–9 years old is motor vehicle traffic (18),  

for 10–14 years old is firearm (18),  

for 15–19 years old is motor vehicle traffic (149), 

for 20–24 years old is motor vehicle traffic (293), 

for 25–34 years old is poisoning (556),  

for 35–44 years old is  poisoning (561),  

for 45–54 years old is  poisoning (697),  

for 55–64 years old is poisoning (566),  

and for 65 years old and older is fall (2,460).  

For all ages the first ranking cause of injury death in Florida is fall (2,835).  

Second Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is motor vehicle traffic (9), 

for 1–4 years old is motor vehicle traffic (24),  

for 5–9 years old is drowning (15),  

for 10–14 years old is motor vehicle traffic (16), 

for 15–19 years old is firearm (144), 

for 20–24 years old is firearm (244), 

for 25–34 years old is firearm (424), 

for 35–44 years old is firearm (312),  
for 45–54 years old is motor vehicle traffic (387),  
for 55–64 years old is firearm (333),  
and for 65 years old and older is firearm (530).  

For all ages the second ranking cause of injury death in Florida is poisoning (2,763). 

Third Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is other natural/environmental 

(2 Tied),  

for 1–4 years old is pedestrian other (8 Tied),  

for 5–9 years old is firearm (5),  

for 10–14 years old is suffocation (12),  

for 15–19 years old is suffocation (36), 

for 20–24 years old is poisoning (144), 



for 25–34 years old is motor vehicle traffic (405),  

for 35–44 years old is  motor vehicle traffic (307),  

for 45–54 years old is  firearm (357),  

for 55–64 years old is motor vehicle traffic (324),  

and for 65 years old and older is motor vehicle traffic (470).  

For all ages the third ranking cause of injury death in Florida is motor vehicle traffic (2,402). 

Fourth Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is drowning (2 Tied)  

for 1–4 years old is suffocation (8 Tied),  

for 5–9 years old is transport, other (2 Tied), 

for 10–14 years old is drowning (6),  

for 15–19 years old is poisoning (24), 
for 20–24 years old is suffocation (59), 

for 25–34 years old is suffocation (144),  

for 35–44 years old is  suffocation (134),  

for 45–54 years old is  suffocation (176),  

for 55–64 years old is fall (177),  

and for 65 years old and older is suffocation (297).  

For all ages the fourth ranking cause of injury death in Florida is firearm (2,375). 

Fifth Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is firearm (2 Tied),  

for 1–4 years old is firearm (6),  

for 5–9 years old is cut, pierce (2 Tied)  

for 10–14 years old is transport, other (4), 

for 15–19 years old is drowning (14), 

for 20–24 years old is drowning (33), 

for 25–34 years old is drowning (45),  

for 35–44 years old is  drowning (39),  

for 45–54 years old is  fall (113),  

for 55–64 years old is suffocation (145),  

and for 65 years old and older is poisoning (211).  

For all ages the fifth ranking cause of injury death in Florida is suffocation (1,114). 

Sixth Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is poisoning (1 Tied),  

for 1–4 years old is fire/ flame (5 Tied),  

for 5–9 years old is fire/ flame (2 Tied), 

for 10–14 years old is fire/ flame (2),  

for 15–19 years old is fall (5 Tied), 

for 20–24 years old is cut, pierce (12 Tied), 

for 25–34 years old is fall (29 Tied),  

for 35–44 years old is  fall (36),  



for 45–54 years old is  drowning (65),  

for 55–64 years old is drowning (72),  

and for 65 years old and older is drowning (91).  

For all ages the sixth ranking cause of injury death in Florida is drowning (443). 

Seventh Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is fall (1 Tied),  

for 1–4 years old is other natural/environmental (5 

Tied),  

for 5–9 years old is suffocation (2 Tied),  

for 10–14 years old is poisoning (1 Tied),  

for 15–19 years old is cut, pierce (5 Tied), 

for 20–24 years old is fall (12 Tied), 

for 25–34 years old is cut, pierce (29 Tied), 

for 35–44 years old is  cut, pierce (33),  

for 45–54 years old is  cut, pierce (28),  

for 55–64 years old is cut, pierce (35), 

and for 65 years old and older is fire/flame (52).  

For all ages the seventh ranking cause of injury death in Florida is cut, pierce (166). 

Eighth Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is fire/flame (1 Tied).                        
for 1–4 years old is fall (2 Tied), 
for 5–9 years old is pedestrian, other (1 Tied),  
for 10–14 years old is other natural/environmental (1 Tied),  
for 15–19 years old is pedestrian, other (4 Tied),  
for 20–24 years old is transport, other  (11),  
for 25–34 years old is transport, other  (13), 
for 35–44 years old is  transport, other  (9),  
for 45–54 years old is  transport, other  (19 Tied),  
for 55–64 years old is fire/flame (25),  
and for 65 years old and older is pedestrian, other (24), 
For all ages the eighth ranking cause of injury death in Florida is fire/flame (125). 

Ninth Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is blank,  

for 1–4 years old is poisoning (2 Tied),  

for 5–9 years old is struck by/against (1 Tied), 

for 10–14 years old is struck by/against (1 Tied),  

for 15–19 years old is transport, other  (4 Tied),  
for 20–24 years old is pedestrian (3 Tied),  
for 25–34 years old is fire/flame (8),  
for 35–44 years old is fire/flame (8),  
for 45–54 years old is  fire/flame (19 Tied),  
for 55–64 years old is transport, other  (19),  
and for 65 years old and older is transport, other  (22).  

For all ages the ninth ranking cause of injury death in Florida is transport, other (104). 



Tenth Ranking Cause  

For under 1 year old is blank,  

for 1–4 years old is cut/ pierce (1), 

for 5–9 years old is other natural/environmental (1 

Tied),  

for 10–14 years old is blank,  

for 15–19 years old is struck by/against (1),  

for 20–24 years old is fire/ flame (3 Tied), 

for 25–34 years old is pedestrian, other  (7), 

for 35–44 years old is  pedestrian, other  (6), 

for 45–54 years old is  pedestrian, other  (10),  

for 55–64 years old is pedalcyclist, other  (12),  

and for 65 years old and older is cut, pierce (21).  

For all ages the tenth ranking cause of injury death in Florida is pedestrian, other (74). 

 


